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Blott Studios welcomes you to BE THE BANANA SKIN, a feminist exhibition 
featuring new work by regional and national self-identified feminist artists 
and international guest artist Sarah Maple.  We hope the exhibition will  
inspire local residents and visitors to think about and engage with feminist 
issues and ideas.  The theme for the exhibition is continued gender inequality 
and our collective aim is to encourage discussion, explore issues around the 
representation of women, the art world, and wider society, and to bring 
together some of Blackpool and the region’s best emerging and established 
female contemporary artists, further challenging the male dominated 
artistic canon.

Corrine Streetly, artist and curator.
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“Restriction, containment, oppression and domination require liberation, and this can become unchallenging to the boundaries it finds itself.”

My work addresses forgotten subjectivities, whilst 
simultaneously portraying the ephemeral and temporal
 subjugation of ‘identity’ (psychologically and physically).

The main objective of this body of work pertains to ‘the female’ within history and culture, whilst also referring to aspects of ‘private & public’ space. Such aspects are highly contradictory and complex, and the work can become paradoxical, deferring conclusion and in a sense redefining its relegation and containment.

Ann Carragher
BA Hons Combined Studies in Art and Design,   
MA Fine & Applied Art (ESF funded)



My work is essentially 

feminist because it is informed 

and fuelled by my own life experiences 

as a female and intuitive drives for 

equity and equality, though it doesn’t 

specifically focus on gender issues. I take 

a critical view on patriarchal sociopolitical 

issues, focusing on abuse of power, 

indoctrination and societal apathy. My 

practice is inter-disciplinary but grounded 

in the ‘realist’ figurative, encompassing 

various aspects of ‘gaze’ theory with 

the aim of effectuating various states of 

consciousness. An oppositional stance, 

symbolic empowerment and the cathartic 

nature of the work are reflected in the 

allegorical narrative framework.

FML
Elevated through the genre and scale, the symbolic 
empowerment and direct gaze call for an intimate 
interaction; a 17 year old girl has a story of abuse to 
tell, she sits on the edge, waiting to engage.

Media: Water based oil & oil on linen
Dimensions: 43” x 79”

‘The Gaze’
The Medusa trope. The face of female rage? Metaphor for castration? Her myth is inherently linked 
to notions of power and transformation, from conventionally perceived notions of beauty to 
monstrosity, to the effect of her gaze.

Media: Water based oil on canvas
Dimensions: 16” x 16”

Tina Warren 
BA (Hons) Fine Art & Professional Practice, MA  Art by Research



Zoe Cox
BA (Hons) Animation and Illustration

UNKNOWING
This work represents the disability 

intersection of feminism by illustrating 

the danger and naive isolation 

experienced by young females with 

social and communication differences 

such as autism. 

BOYS TOYS
The nude female form is instantly sexualised by 

our society, which when contrasted with the 

innocent and nostalgic symbol of boy-hood, 

generates a discomfort as we are forced to 

compare the human to the object.

FRAGILE SAFETY
My aim has been to convey the sense of isolation 
and danger experienced by victims of domestic 
violence. The fragility of the paper house 
offers the illusion of safety against the sharp, 
eroding rocks, symbolizing the ‘comfort 
zone’ of staying in an abusive relationship 
and the unavoidable risk that must be taken 
to escape it.  However, the winding path 
down the rock face is lined with daffodils, 
which in floriography represent hope, 
motherhood and new beginnings, leading 
to the idyllically serene sea and sky. 



Boz Phillips
BA (Hons) Fine Art, MA Arts & Health

LADY BIRD
Up to the early part of the 20th century 

women were mostly ‘kept indoors’, ‘caged’.  

At the same time there were women who 

performed on stage dressed as birds.  

Victorian ladies wore huge hats made from 

bird feathers almost causing the extinction 

of the world’s bird population.

My work is a female discourse regarding
 human freedom, commodity and genetics, 
questioning the science of producing children 
as commodities. It concerns my personal views 
on feminism, human freedom, commodity 
and genetics. I am interested in ‘the human 
condition’ and simulacra theory. I am a keen 
collector of ephemera regarding human birds. 
I am hugely interested in how dolls often reflect 
our need to consume, transform, and create 
‘other selves’. I work in a variety of media. 
Combining printmaking, video, found objects 
and recycled materials. I started out making 
jewellery in the late 90’s before studying Fine 
Art - Time based media. I created work about 
simulacra, genetically modified band the 
‘Sick Pest Girls’ combining video, sound and 
printmaking.



Jill Reidy
BA (Hons) Graphic Design

SEX, HUGS AND WHAT’S YOUR ROLE?A series of photographic images 
and the stories behind them.

“I am a strong woman, surrounded by strong women. My Grandmother, my mother, my sister and my daughter are all cut from great cloth. I am proud of what I have achieved, happy to live in the now and hungry for what is still to come.”

“Until we achieve full and unconditional 
equality for all genders, how can we say 
we are evolving?”

“I was placed in a class which consisted 
entirely of boys, making me the only girl. 
This was at a time when the sexes were 
segregated and boys and girls even had 
separate playgrounds.”

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie said 

that a feminist is a person who 

believes in the social, political and 

economic equality of the sexes. In 

order to achieve true equality in 

relationships, we need to ensure 

that one’s gender is not seen as 

an indication of a fixed role or 

expectations, but rather is simply an 

aspect of one’s humanity.



Sarah Maple
BA (Hons) Fine Art

MOJAVE CLOAK (ANTI RAPE CLOAK) 2015 

In this work Sarah explores the culture of 

victim blaming. Her Anti-Rape cloak image 

and other aesthetic narratives, urges the 

viewer to challenge traditional notions of 

religion, identity and the societal role of 

women.

Sarah created the ‘Anti Rape Cloak’ as part of 

‘The Sisters of Perpetual Resistance’ feminist 

art residency, for which she was asked to 

create an ‘object of nuisance’. She then took 

the cloak on her travels and photographed 

herself wearing it in various locations and 

situations.

 

‘Self Portrait with Flowers’C-type print 23 x 30cm



Jo Harrison
BA (Hons) Illustration

Jo Harrison’s work deals with issues of the 
contrivance, precariousness and margins of 
beauty and the female body.

BE THE BANANA SKIN
This is a chance artwork. I went to a Guerilla 
Girls event at the V&A and they routinely throw 
bananas into the audience. I caught one and 
realised I couldn’t *just* eat it, this was a 
significant, feminist art banana. So I carried it 
around in my pocket for a couple of days (sadly 
no one asked if I was pleased to see them) before 
making it into a smoothie and used the skin to 
make a statement about art, humour and being 
radically irritating.

	

	

F-BOMB
Is feminism about equality, peace and 
compassion or is it a CLUSTER FUCK of 
political correctness gone atomic? Is 
feminism still a threat to the patriarchy 
as we know it? I bloody hope so. 

As a feminist campaigner with No 
More Page 3 and AnyBody UK, as well 
as a social media obsessive, it’s been 
interesting to see feminism derided as 
either a trivial irritation or a noxious 
cancer. Is it in essence a humourless 
hate campaign that wants to turn girls 
and women against door-holding, 
chair proffering men everywhere? 
No. Personally, I see it as an arch, 
mischievous technicolour glitter 
bomb that’s blasting the patriarchy’s 
tighty whiteys off and revealing its 
angry nub of insecurity and uncertain 
entitlement.



Corrine Streetly
BA (Hons) Fine Art, MA Women’s Studies

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT, 1759 - 1797.
CERAMIC MEMORIAL PORTRAIT BUST, 2016.
No substantial memorial to Mary Wollstonecraft, founding feminist philosopher and advocate of women’s rights, exists, she is long overdue public recognition.  Best known for A Vindication of the Rights of Women,  she was the first woman to say that women and men should have equal rights, advocating votes for women 100 years before the Suffragettes. 

Camilla Mørk Røstvik at the Peoples History Museum in Manchester helped me in my research by sending me interesting written and visual information about all known portraits of her, such as the Williamson portrait.  Mary wrote to a friend that she was sitting for a portrait in the year he is said to have painted it, saying it was “no great likeness” and that if you really wanted to know her, you should check out the image in the book she was writing (the Vindication).  The more famous John Opie portrait probably ‘beautified’ her.  My sculpture contains trace elements of all her known portraits, a colleague posed for the head’s back view in a headscarf.

BE HER FREEDOM (2016)
Computer generated print 39cm x 39cm

Computer generated print critiquing social, political and 
domestic situations.  The theme of this work evolved from 
my interest in human rights, equal opportunities for all, and 
abolishing injustice in the 21st century.  
In the West we think of ourselves as civilized and democratic, 
but always the ‘woman question’ surfaces.  Indoctrinated 
ideas of the ‘feminine,’ and male sense of entitlement 
means that there is still a world wide rejection of woman as 
equal; a great repudiation of gender equality.

“As an artist I often move between art forms and disciplines, 

cross-pollinating my creative output along the way.”



Sylvia Mason
BA (Hons) Fine Art

IT’S ALL ABOUT EVE (2016)
Series paintings with the fragility of childhood innocence 

as their theme.   We are living in a very ‘Paedophile 

aware’ society which has proved that as parents, we 

need to be ever vigilant.

BLACKPOOL COCK
Preliminary study 
Oil paint on canvas board, 
12” x 16”.  

REJECTION
Sylvia Mason’s psychological self-portrait 
Rejection of Motherhood, portrays  her 
initial  rejection of her new born baby.

The viewer can no longer be ascribed 
a fixed masculine identity.  When this 
painting was first shown in 1995, many 
women approached the artist, admitting 
how they identified with her emotions.

Corrine Streetly, continued …




